Abstract. We give a condition involving the approximating derivations and a faithful state which, in conjunction with the "core condition", guarantees that the derivation gives rise to an automorphism group of the von Neumann algebra coming from the state via the GNS procedure.
One of the basic problems in the theory of unbounded derivations is to find conditions such that the derivation or an extension gives rise to an automorphism group of the algebra in question. In the von Neumann algebra setting the following was proposed, [2] .
"Let 911 have a cyclic and separating vector £, and H be a selfadjoint operator giving rise to a densely defined derivation of "3H. If Hi = 0 and }(t))i is a core for H, then ad(e'"') takes 911 into itself'. An elegant solution was given by Bratteli and Haagerup [1] . They showed that the conjecture was indeed true if H and the modular operator Af commuted and that this was necessary.
For the case of an inner limit derivation acting on a C*-algebra 31, we formulate a condition involving the approximating derivations and a separating state w so that if the "core condition" is satisfied in the representation space of co, we obtain an automorphism group of the von Neumann algebra. The condition is vacuous in case co is a trace and so we recover the Bratteli-Robinson result [3] , with some additional information about the unitary group / -> e,Hl.
First we need an easy lemma about the skew information of an operator « relative to a state co, which as indicated in [4] is "a measure of how far « is from commuting with co." Proof. We show first that (7 -J)ira(hn)£ converges weakly to zero. By the hypothesis and the above Lemma it follows that (7 -J)iru(hn)£ has a subsequence (7 -J)-nu(hn)£ converging weakly to some vector tj E ¡q. Let x* E 91L, such that (7 + A1/2)x*£ approximates tj (the set 91L£ is a core for Al/2). We can in fact choose x and/, so that for The first term converges to -iira(8(x))i = Hira(x)i and the second converges to zero by the above calculations. As itu(6Í)(8))í is a core for 77, it follows, [5, p. 428], emJ' -* eil" strongly. Since eiHjiye-iHjt = ei*"(Tj)tye-mu(Tj)t for all>-G "DU, it follows that e,7/' • e-'"' is an automorphism group of "3H. Remarks. 1. There is a slight difference between our core condition and that of [2] in that fy (8) there is for the extension of 8 to "311.
2. It is straightforward to show that the bound in the skew information of «" is equivalent to w(eih»'xe-ih*') < ey'w(x) fort>0,x> 0, and some constant y. An inequality of the form
is satisfied in some classical models [6] . Here fit) is a bounded continuous function on the real line. 3. One way to obtain the inequality on «", is related to the modular automorphism for co. In that case the constant K could be given by the Bogoliubov inequality, [7] , as sup"|((log A)rt"£|«n£)| provided this number is finite. This involves a certain amount of analyticity for the «" with respect to the modular automorphism. We note that if this automorphism group preserves 91 and acts points norm continuously then the «" can be replaced by analytic elements.
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